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Absolute value graphs worksheet answers

A diagram for students with domain, range, shape, name, and characteristics for constant function, linear, square, absolute value, square root, mearound time, cubic, cube root, exponential, and logarithmic parent functions. Page 2This includes linear, square, cubic, absolute values, square root, and rational functions. There are charts and notes for each
function. The notes for each function include domain, range, interval of increase or decrease, extremes, final behavior, x intercept, y intercept, change rate, and symmetrPage 37th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, Homeschool To continue to enjoy our website, we ask you to confirm your identity as a human being. Thank you for your cooperation. This linear
equation worksheet creates problems when practicing charts of absolute value equations. Click here for More Linear Equations Worksheets Curvy Lines If the absolute value is a negative number, it is positive. For this reason, charts of Absolute Value functions usually don't look quite like the graphs of linear functions that you've already studied. However, due
to the behavior of absolute values, it is important to include negative inputs in your T-chart when displaying absolute value functions graphically. If you don't select x-values that set negatives within the absolute value, you'll usually be mistaken about what the chart looks like. Suppose your class does the following quiz: One of the other students does what is
commonly done: he only selects positive x-values for his T-chart: Then he draws his points: these points are fine as far as they go, but they are not enough; they do not give an accurate idea of what the graph should look like. In particular, they do not contain minus inputs, so it is easy to forget that these absolute value bars mean something. As a result, the
student forgets to consider these bars and draws a erroneous chart: WRONG ANSWER! Aaaaaand... he just flopped the quiz. But you are more cautious. You remember that absolute value charts contain absolute values and that absolute values affect minus inputs. To select x-values that set a minus within the absolute value, and you select a few more
points. Your T-chart looks more like this: Then draw your points: ... and finally connect your points: you have the right graphic: Right answer! Aaaaand... You just completed the quiz. Good job! While absolute value charts usually look like the ones above, with an elbow in the middle, this is not always the case. However, if you see a chart with an arc like this,
you should expect that the chart's equation probably contains an absolute value. In all cases, you should that you select a good range of x-values, because three x-values next to each other almost certainly do not get nearly enough information to draw a valid image. Note: The absolute values are always not negative due to the absolute values (i.e. positive
positive zero). As a result, the V occurred in the diagram above, where the character on the inside was zero. If x was less than -2, the expression x + 2 was less than zero, and the absolute values were flipped from below the x-axis to above. If x is -2, then the argument (that is, the expression within the bars) is zero. For all x-values to the right of -2, the
argument was positive, so nothing changed about the absolute bars. In other words, graphically the absolute value bars took this chart: ... and rotated the minus part (in green on the diagram) from below the x-axis to above it. If you determine where the argument of the absolute value bars is zero, you can make sure that you make the chart correct. This
function is almost the same as the previous one. However, the argument of the previous absolute expression was x + 2. In this case, only the x is within the absolute value bars. This argument is zero if x = 0, so I should expect to see an elbow in this area. Since the plus two is outside the absolute value bars, I expect my chart to look like the regular absolute
value chart (a V with the elbow at the origin), but move up by two units. First, I fill out my T-chart and make sure i select some negative x-values: Then I draw my dots and fill out the chart: Since absolute value bars always spit out non-negative values, it can be tempting to assume that absolute value charts cannot go under the x-axis. But they can: This
function is something like the opposite of the first function (above) because there is a minus on the absolute value expression on the right side of the equation. Due to this minus, the positive values of the absolute value bars are all changed to negative values. In other words, I should expect this graph to have its elbow at (-2, 0) like the first chart above, but
the rest of the chart is flipped upside down to be under the x-axis. First, I fill out my T-chart: Then I make my diagram: Don't assume that an absolute value chart is always on one side of the x-axis. The graphs can cross: My T-diagram: ... and my diagram: URL:
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